This article tries to shed light on the root causes of Turkey's activism in the Middle East during the rule of the Justice and Development Party (JDP). By focusing on Turkey's relations with Syria, Iraq, Iran and Israel along with the US foreign policy towards the region, it argues that the transformation of the US Middle East policy is a very important factor that affected Turkey's Middle East policy in the JDP era. Besides, it asserts that recent debates regarding "Turkey's soft power" in the region remind of "Turkey as a model country" discourse since both of them conceives Turkey as a facilitator in the articulation of the Middle East to the global system.
Introduction
It is commonly accepted that along with the Justice and Development Party (JDP) rule in Turkey, a paradigm shift took place in Turkish foreign policy, especially regarding the Middle East. The interpretation of this shift and the role of JDP in it, is an important matter of debate both in the academic literature and Turkish public opinion.
It is important to review how JDP defines its Middle East policy before touching briefly on the opinions which contribute to the academic part of the debate. The Chief Advisor of Turkish Prime Ministry Ahmet Davutoğlu, who is the founder of JDP's foreign policy doctrine and an active name in its practice, has already defined what Turkey's foreign policy towards the Middle East should be in his book Strategic Depth, written even before the rule of the JDP. 1 According to Davutoğlu, Turkey had a quite narrow-minded vision in the 20 th century; back then, Ankara governments were not aware of being the successor of Ottoman heritage, and therefore, they could not appreciate Turkey's potential historical and geopolitical depth. The initial condition for appreciating this potential is getting free from the prejudices against the Middle East, and, mounting a campaign for economic and cultural cooperation with the region. The mindset change, which is required to cancel the security issues out, has to go parallel with this campaign. How- ever, there is a precondition to viable this change; Turkey has to stop conceiving itself as an ordinary actor in the region and acknowledge its Ottoman heritage. In fact, according to Davutoğlu, this approach is not an option, but a necessity for Turkey. Because, if Turkey does not take an active role in the Middle East, then the Middle East will be active in Turkey. The PKK issue is the very concrete example of this. 2 Even though Davutoğlu himself has not denominated, due to the special emphasis on the Ottoman legacy, his approach is called as "neo-Ottomanism" in the academic literature. The JDP government has tended to implement this approach effectively, at least in the Middle East.
As it is understood from Davutoğlu's statements summarized above, the JDP has sought to ground its activism in the Middle East on the assertion of having a different world and foreign policy vision from all previous governments. The main implication of this assertion is that the 2002 parliamentary elections had been a breaking point in Turkish history. Because, if the JDP had not come into power in 2002, the existing activism in the Middle East most probably would not have carried in to effect, or, if the JDP had established and come into power earlier, this activism would have initiated earlier as well. In other words; according to this view, the change that the JDP has brought into the foreign policy vision of Turkey constitutes the principal reason of Middle East's increasing significance in Turkey's foreign policy, rather than the international environment and its reflections on Turkey.
Aside from the JDP's own explanations, major views in academic literature that try to interpret Turkey's recent activism in the Middle East can be roughly assessed in three groups according to their causation: Vol. 40 (2009) According to the EU centric view, Turkey has been undergoing a transformation towards further stability and democratization as a result of the EU harmonization process. Accordingly; the civil-military relations, perception of national security and the role of the state in the economy are being redefined in Turkey. Therefore, the authoritarian bureaucratic state tradition is being demolished, and instead, there is a civil-democratic state organization being established in accordance with EU criterions. After all, the emerging political structure is inevitably going to develop a more effective and constructive state mentality that takes public demands into consideration both in domestic politics and foreign policy. In these circumstances, the Helsinki Summit of 1999, in which Turkey's EU candidacy was registered, can be taken as the starting point of transformation in Turkish political structure. This means, the transformation that provided the basis for activism in the Middle East was started during the previous government (of Bülent Ecevit) and the JDP government is solely the successor of this process. 3 The ideology centric view refers to the tension between Kemalists and Islamists, which exists in Turkey since 1920's. Yet in 1990's, the Islamists, who were being represented by the Welfare Party back then, undergone a split off that resulted in Islamists and post-Islamists separation in 2000's. Contrary to its predecessors, the post-Islamist stream -represented by the JDP-did not oppose to EU membership prospects, NATO, and the global capitalism. Moreover, unlike the Kemalists, who take a sensitive and suspicious stand on the subject of national security, post-Islamists were more moderate and democratic. 4 According to this view, as the representative of the post-Islamist stream, the JDP took over not only the government but also the power from Kemalists in 2000's. According to the security centric view, Turkey's activism in the Middle East under the JDP government is made up of the initiatives which were taken in order to establish a secure environment in the region that was completely destabilized after September 11, and thus, to eliminate the security threats that especially arouse from the developments in Iraq. While doing this, however, unlike the past, Turkey benefits from the advantages of reconciling with its Islamic identity, and acting with a "European" foreign policy vision, which provides it with a stabilizing role in the region. Turkey's growing prominence as a "soft power" in the Middle East, this view suggests, will surely contribute to Turkey's Europeanization and provide a well-founded basis for its relations with the West which have lost their earlier harmony. 6 The transformation of the US Middle East policy, this article argues, is a very significant factor that was neglected in all aforementioned views and one that must be considered while analyzing Turkey's recent activism in the Middle East. In other words, since the US has placed the region on top of its agenda after September 11, Turkey necessarily turned its face towards the Middle East. Vol. 40 (2009) There are two breaking points which must especially be emphasized while doing such an assessment: 1998 and 2003. In 1998, Turkey started to solve its chronic problems with its neighbors and paved the way for a probable Middle East initiative. By 2003, the conjuncture has become suitable for Turkey to be an active actor in the articulation of the Middle East to the global system. Therefore, in this study, firstly the context of Turkey's relations with its Middle Eastern neighbors before the JDP era will be examined. Then, the transformation of the US policy towards the Middle East in 2000's will be analyzed along with the role of the JDP in this process. Thirdly, Turkey's relations with Israel, Syria, Iraq and Iran, and, its increasing economic and cultural activism throughout the region during the JDP era will be examined in a more detailed manner. Finally, a critique of soft power debates, which has been very popular in recent academic literature, will be presented in order provide a better framework of analysis for Turkey's activism in the Middle East under the rule of the JDP.
Turkey's Relations with Syria, Iran and Iraq before the JDP Era
By 2002, most of the problems that restricted Turkey's activism in Middle East up until this time had already disappeared. The most important of these problems was the hostile relations with Syria. With the signature of the Adana protocol on 20 October 1998, Syria's support for Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK) came to an end. Bilateral relations proceeded to a new stage when President Ahmet Necdet Sezer paid a visit to Damascus in January 2000 due to the funeral of late Syrian President Hafez Asad. It is noteworthy to mention that Syria, at this stage, eliminated the issues of Euphrates River and Hatay province from its political agenda. Although Syria did not officially retreat its claims about these issues, the problems were postponed without question. In January 2002, the Syrian Chief of Staff paid an official visit to Turkey for the first time in history and the two countries signed Military Training Cooperation Agreement. 7 In 1990's, Turkey's relations with Iran were also unfriendly. The first and the primary problem with Iran was its logistic assistance to PKK. And the other problem was the ideological conflict between the regimes of two countries. The ideological conflict was more related with the endeavors of both regimes to strengthen their legitimacy in the public eye. The policies pursued by Rafsancani and Hatemi decreased this legitimization necessity at least for Iran. As the similar need for Turkey was decreased when the JDP came into the power in 2002, the ideological conflict started to disappear. On the other hand, Iran's support for the PKK was a more serious and persistent problem for bilateral relations. During 1990's Iran, just like Syria, maintained the dialogue of the deaf against Ankara, and hold the PKK as a trump card, as well. 8 However, 1998 had also been a turning point for Turkish-Iranian relations regarding the PKK issue. Along with Öcalan's expulsion from Syria and his arrest by Turkey in 1999, both the actions of the PKK decreased and PKK-Iran relations deteriorated. This situation led Iran to reconsider its policy towards PKK, and pushed the most important dispute between Turkey and Iran into the background.
The natural gas pipeline project between Turkey and Iran, which was initiated in 1996 despite the US opposition, was finalized and the gas flow started in December 2001. This event not only brought economic results, but also affected the political and Status of Iraq was another problem that restrained Turkey's activism in the region before the JDP era. Since Iraq invaded Kuwait in August 1990, Turkey's relations with this country started to be largely shaped by systemic factors. The existence of Combined Task Force in Turkish territory, and the US bombardment performed frequently within this framework prevented BaghdadAnkara relations to develop in a steady manner. UN sanctions against Iraq were another factor that negatively affected the bilateral relations. Iraq was one of the biggest markets of Turkey before the first Gulf War of 1991; however, the trade embargo imposed on Iraq and the resultant fiscal contraction of Iraq caused Turkey to actually lose this market. Despite Turkey's expectations, Washington did not give it enough elbow room to break this embargo like Jordan. 10 Although it has lost its authority over the northern part of the country during 1990's, Baghdad protested Turkey's numerous cross border operations against PKK every time. It also tried to bring the issue into the UN agenda from time to time, probably due to its worries about the possibility that Turkey would create a buffer zone in this area and never leave the region again. 11
In conclusion, by 2002, not only the main problems with Syria which constituted one of the most important obstacles before Turkey's activism in the region, was overcome but also a deepening rapprochement between Damascus and Ankara was triggered in every sense. Relations with Iran were seemed to improve in a similar vein. Only the existence of PKK in Northern Iraq and the future of this country remained as challenges for Turkey in the region. And in fact, the main architecture of the JDP's Middle East initiative was established with the US invasion of Iraq in 2003.
The JDP and the Transformation of the US Middle East Policy
Under the JDP rule, Turkey's relations with Middle Eastern countries flourished rapidly. In this new era, Turkey began to establish a holistic policy towards the Arab/Islamic world. 12 In order to analyze this shift in the Turkish foreign policy towards the region, the key elements of the US Middle East policy and its transformation in 2000's has to be elaborated in the first place. After that, it will be possible to place the regional activism of the JDP within the framework of the new US Middle East policy.
During the Cold War, US Middle East policy was fundamentally shaped around three purposes, even though methods have changed in course of time. First of these purposes was providing controlling and securing the oil resources in the Persian Gulf; the second one was, ensuring Israel's existence in safe borders and the third one was preventing both the USSR and Arab socialist regimes become strong in the region. 13 With the end of the Cold War, changes in the regional and global environments have impacted on US policies towards this region too. To begin with, popular resistance in Palestine, which has started to increase with the Intifada in 1987 and raised the sensitivity of world public opinion on the Palestinian issue, endangered the security of Israel. Secondly, Iraq's invasion of Kuwait in 1990 posed a threat to the security of energy resources in the Persian Gulf. Lastly, "rogue Vol. 40 (2009) states" that resisted articulating to the global system and allegedly had the risk of acquiring mass destruction weapons, came into prominence as the new targets of the US in the region.
The US has responded the new threats that emerged in the Middle East during 1990's with a hard security centric approach and brought the "stability" of the authoritarian political regimes in the region to forefront as a precaution against potential turmoil which could arouse in case of democratization attempts. 14 In this setting, political Islam which has already been on the rise since 1970s, started to come to the fore as the most efficient antisystemic movement in the region. When these developments were combined with permanent military presence of the US in the Persian Gulf after 1991 Gulf War, the activities of radical Islamic movements against the US and its allies in the region increased tremendously. In this sense, 11 September 2001 attacks (9/11) represented both the climax of anti-systemic Islamic movements and the failure of US policy of "stability versus democracy" policy in the region at the same time.
The events of 9/11 had shown the necessity for change in the US Middle East policy. This change has been discussed in a neo-orientalist discourse, according to which the East was not only perceived as a negative projection of the West, but also as a subject which may well pose a threat against the West if necessary measures are not taken. In these circumstances, elimination of the threatening aspects of the East that pose a danger to the West (i.e. the anti-democratic regimes, socio-economic underdevelopment, radical Islamist movements etc.) became a necessity in order to provide the continuity of the international order. 15 pillar Middle East policy. The first pillar was building a new security architecture in the Middle East through military interventions. And the second pillar was, encouraging neo-liberal transformations in regional countries along with social, economic and political reform attempts that are needed for the establishment of democracy. 16 The first pillar of this policy would eradicate the irreconcilable regimes, secure the oil resources and serve as a deterrent factor against the regimes that resist to the realization of the second pillar. In this sense, firstly Afghanistan was invaded in 2001 and then Iraq in 2003; a threatening language was adopted against Syria and Iran; NATO's area of activity in the Middle East was enlarged; Israel's aggressive policies against both Palestine and neighboring Arab countries were condoned. These reports were putting the multidimensional development problems such as the lack of democracy, education, flow of information, and the weakness of private sector at the center of the region's security predicament. 17 In parallel with these reports, common goal of the aforementioned initiatives was to encourage the neoliberal transformation of the state, society and the economy in the region. In other words, these initiatives were aiming at the integration of the region with the global system within a long-term and high-budget project by encouraging the reforms on education, politics, economy and the social status of women. 18 It is for sure that almost all values that were championed in these initiatives such as democracy, freedom, human rights, women's rights, strong civil society and mass education are progressive and positive when they are evaluated out of the context. However, the point here is that these values were belauded (and instrumentalized) for the vital interests of the West, rather than the region itself. Thus, the peoples of the Middle East were turned into the objects that were deprived from their subjectivity and needed to be transformed and tamed.
While supporting the JDP both before and after it took power, the US desired Turkey to play a facilitating role in both pillars of its new Middle East policy. Nevertheless, it can be asserted that the first pillar had priority since the US asked Turkish government to lend troops on her territory before the invasion of Iraq. It is not hard to guess that, if the Turkish Parliament had accepted this demand, Turkey's position in the Arab-Islamic world would have been affected quite negatively and therefore Turkey could not have been able to act as a facilitator in the BMENAI. However, the JDP's failure to put the bill through the parliament on 1 March 2003 had shown the US the limits of using Turkey in the first pillar of its new Middle East policy. 19 However, straining of US-Turkish relations after the March 1st crisis made JDP leaders worry about being excluded from the restructuring of the Mid- dle East. In this setting, the JDP government desired actively taking part in the second pillar of the new US policy, in other words, the transformation process that will integrate the region into the global system in political and economic terms. Thus, on every occasion the JDP circles expressed the necessity for broad reforms in the region and Turkey's possible facilitating role in this process. 20 The cost of being excluded from the restructuring process of the Middle East, especially in the field of economy, could be quite severe for Turkey. The economy policy of the JDP government was based on the maintenance of the stability program which had been started by the previous government just after the February 2001 economic crisis. Finding new markets for Turkish export products and attracting the foreign capital was important to sustain the stability and economic growth that was generated within the framework of this program. 21 When the saturation of the European Union and North American markets for Turkey is taken into account, the importance of the Middle East market for Turkish economy is seen better. In the same vein, Turkey aspired to become a prominent address for the Gulf capital which came out of Western markets after the events of September 11. 22 Hence, Turkey's possible failure to extend its recent economic opening towards its neighbors to the entire Middle East and thereupon being excluded from the region might have terrible consequences for Turkish economy. US authorities, as a response to the JDP government's eagerness to cooperate with them, accepted to give Turkey an efficient role in the BMENAI. By this way, the US wanted to take advantage of the Turcophilic atmosphere in the Arab World which came about with the rejection of the March 1st bill, and drive world public opinion's attention away from the increasing resistance in Iraq to the "democratization" process of the Middle East. 23 Turkey's active participation in the BMENAI was confirmed during Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan's US visit in June 2005. 24 Probably until this time, the possible role of Turkey within the scope of the BMENAI was negotiated and bargained between the two sides. In these negotiations, the US had three major expectations from Turkey: Firstly, improving its relations with Israel; secondly, supporting the stability of Northern Iraq, and lastly, participating in the containment and isolation of Iran and Syria. 25 At this point, Turkey's relations with these four countries in the following period should be examined in more detail.
Relations with Israel
The consolidation of Turkish-Israeli ties was the most important condition that had been put forward by the US for Turkey's active participation in the BMENAI. Yet, US officials had increasing concerns in this era about deterioration of TurkishIsraeli relations and had the belief that anti-Semitism was rising in Turkey. 26 Thus, Turkey cleared the most important obstacle in its way to have a part in the reconstruction process of the region under the BMENAI. Both before and during this visit, Turkish and Israeli authorities signed agreements in several areas such as aircraft modernization, missile and drone sale, and military staff exchange. 29 The first meeting of "Ankara Forum" which aimed at producing common projects to provide a liaison among Israeli, Turkish and Palestinian private sectors was held in April 2005. At this meeting, "Industry for Peace Project" which aims at improving the industrial area in Erez following Israel's retreat from Gaza was brought onto the agenda. 30 Finally, negotiations related to the Mediterranean Pipeline Project (Medstream) which would carry the oil, gas, water, fiber-optic cables and electricity lines between the two countries, was initiated during this visit. 31 It is not a coincidence that the number of academic articles which emphasize the importance, continuity and flexibility of Turkish-Israeli relations, has started to increase in this period. 32 It was for sure that the development of Turkey's relations with Israel at the expense of the Arab world was not desirable for both sides. Therefore, Turkey's scolds against Israel in this period did not cause any serious concerns on both the US and Israeli sides as long as the relations were free of severe problems. Al- 
Relations with Syria
Turkey's friendly relations with Syria became more problematical as the US started to increase its pressure on this country from the second half of 2003 on. In this atmosphere, Syrian President Bashar Assad paid an official visit to Turkey for the first time in January 2004 and Erdoğan's return visit took place in December 2004. During this last visit, a Free Trade Agreement was signed between the two countries along with a number of cooperation agreements in the fields of agriculture and irrigation. 40 With these agreements, a long step was taken in the settlement of water issue between the two countries. Hence, apart from the technical reasons stemming from both the Euphrates and the Asi, the water issue has fallen off the agenda in both political and legal terms. Hatay issue was also virtually removed from the agenda, even though Syria did not officially relinquish its claims over the province. As for the PKK issue, it had already been solved before the JDP came to power.
Turkish-Syrian relations continued to improve in April 2005
when US pressure on Syria was at its peak with the allegation that Damascus was behind the assassination of the former Lebanese Prime Minister Refik Hariri. Sezer did not change his mind even though US Ambassador to Ankara Eric Edelman criticized the visit. This event clearly showed that there was a disagreement between Turkey and the US regarding the policy towards Syria.
Shortly after, however, US realized that it could make benefit of Turkish-Syrian rapprochement. For instance, Ahmet Davutoğlu, upon the request of the US, held a consultation with Syrian officials in April 2006 in order to alleviate the crisis in Lebanon. 41 Another example was that during Erdoğan's Washington visit in October 2006, Bush requested from Erdoğan to use his special relationship with Assad to advise Syria not to resist US policies in Lebanon. 42 In this era, Turkish policy towards Lebanon has become independent from Syria. Turkish Foreign Minister Abdullah Gül, attending Arab League meeting in Egypt in March 2007 with his status of "guest (observer) state", underlined that Turkey was at equal distance to all Lebanese groups and was not pursuing sectarian policy. 43 Lastly, during the presidential crisis in Lebanon in 2007, Erdoğan took some initiative and contributed to the solution. 44 All these events were indication of Turkey's increasing credibility in the eyes of regional states and its active role in the solution of regional crises in accordance with US policies in the region.
As a result of Turkish-Syrian rapprochement, the possibility of Turkish mediation for an Israeli-Syrian peace came to the fore in 2007. Both sides agreed that Turkey should mediate peace talks which had come to a dead end at the end of 1990's. 45 This mediation attempt, however, should be considered as an effort of Israel and US to solve their problems with Syria by using Turkey, rather than an indication of Turkish influence on Israel. Vol. 40 (2009) Contrary to expectations, Turkish-Syrian relations were not affected by the Israeli bombardment of a Syrian facility by using Turkish airspace in September 2007. 46 On the contrary, during Erdoğan's visit to Syria in April 2008, the progress in the mediation process was underlined. 47 In May 2008, Israeli-Syrian indirect talks started in İstanbul and continued till the Gaza Crisis in December 2008. The US appreciated Turkey's mediation efforts with stating that "this effort of the Turkish government deserves to be applauded". 48 Thus, Turkey's close relationship with Syria has empowered the formers active role under the framework of the BMENAI rather than being an obstacle to it.
Relations with Iraq
The most important regional problem that the JDP government inherited from the previous era was the PKK's existence in Northern Iraq and possibility of establishment of a Kurdish state in that region under the leadership of KDP-PUK. With the US invasion of Iraq in 2003, the situation got almost completely out of Turkey's control. The invasion initially enabled Turkey to fill in the authority gap in Northern Iraq that it has been suffering from since 1991. However, early transfer of authority to the Kurds (Erbil government) by the US in the region created a total disappointment in Ankara. Let alone the disputes regarding Erbil's de facto independence, the PKK's expanding existence in the region created an urgent security matter for Turkey. Apart from that, the question of the Kirkuk's status started to occupy Turkey's foreign policy agenda increasingly due to the existence of Turkmens in the city. Turkey, who defends in every international platform that Kir- 46 Syrian Foreign Minister Muallim who came to Ankara soon after the attacks not only accepted Babacan's answer that "he was not informed about the issue", but also did not use any negative statements about the mediation of kuk must remain under the control of Baghdad, clearly expressed its unease with Erbil's de facto control of the city. 49 In such an environment, the JDP, like its predecessors, was forced to pursue its Iraq policy with a hard security centric vision. This vision was in contradiction with the JDP's general policy in the Middle East and democratization efforts within Turkey. Moreover, while the Iraqi issue started to poison US-Turkish relations which were already problematic since the March 1st Bill, AnkaraBaghdad relations also remained under the shadow of Erbil-PKK connections.
The state of affairs started to change in 2005 with the agreement reached between the US and Turkey regarding the latter's scope of participation in the BMENAI. Thereafter, Turkish policy towards Iraq ceased to be obsessed with the Kurdish issue, and started to contribute to the state formation, stabilization and democratization processes in Baghdad. 50 In this sense, Turkey supported the constitution building efforts, Jalal Talabani's presidency, government agencies and general elections in Iraq. Besides, İstanbul hosted a meeting between the representatives of Sunni groups and US Ambassador to Baghdad Zalmay Khalilzad on the eve of December 2005 Iraqi elections. Although the meeting did not obtain any concrete results, it showed that Turkey started to contribute to state formation process in Iraq through its influence, though limited, on Sunni groups. 51 Turkey's another important contribution to the Iraqi central government was the training of Iraqi diplomats and officers. 52 US reluctance to take effective action against the PKK in order not to disturb the stability of Northern Iraq was the most important problem for Turkey in Iraq. After 2003, it became a necessity for Turkey to take the approval of the US for cross border operations. But the reluctance of the US to give the approval has caused anger in Turkish public opinion against both the US and Erbil. The JDP government continuously demanded from the US and Erbil for the removal of the PKK elements out of Iraq but has not received an affirmative reply. 54 In November 2007, the attacks of the PKK and the reaction of Turkish press exceeded the level that the JDP government could face. So, Erdoğan declared a cross border operation plan and received the consent of Iran on this issue. Bush was disturbed of the cooperation between the Iran and Turkey against the PKK and met with Erdoğan in Washington and provided the necessary approval for the operation. 55 Before the operations which were started with the air attacks in December 2007, Erbil government declared that the city offices of the PKK were closed. The operations of Turkey which continued until March 2008 and which were intended to discharge the PKK from Northern Iraq were so limited but created a relief in the Turkish public opinion and Turkish- 
Relations with Iran
The chaotic environment that occurred after the invasion of Iraq started to make Ankara and Tehran get closer. Nevertheless, relations were not free of problems. First of these problems was Iran's subjection to the US containment policy. One of the pillars of this policy was economic and included the prevention of hydrocarbon investments in Iran. The other pillar was composed of political isolation which aimed at changing or transforming the Islamic regime of the country.
Before the JDP era, Turkey had already breached the economic part of the containment by finalizing the natural gas pipeline project with Iran in 2001. 58 Since the natural gas that flowed into Turkey unbalanced the trade volume between the two countries in favor of Iran, the necessity for providing the balance pushed the JDP government to make a great effort in order to increase exports to Iran. This effort required the two countries to work overtime to figure out how the economic relations between them could be maximized especially in the fields other than energy. 56 During his visit to Washington in January, Gül and Bush evaluated the operation and declared that the US-Turkish cooperation against the PKK will continue. (Zaman, Turkey had significant position in the political part of the containment before the JDP era. Fristly, with its secular regime, Turkey had always constituted an anti-thesis against Iran; and condoned the Iranian opponents such as People's Mujahedin of Iran to use its territory. However, the JDP took Turkey off the political part of the containment as well. It achieved this by ceasing support to the Iranian opponents and not defining the Iranian regime as an element of instability in the region. 59 The US included the attempts of stopping Iran's nuclear program to the political part of the containment after August 2002. Though the JDP absented itself from this part of the containment, it announced that it would abide by the decisions of the UN on this issue. As a matter of fact, Iran's expectations from Turkey were not more than this. Sometime later, Turkey's possible mediatory role between the US and Iran was mentioned, though never realized. 60 Another aspect of the containment was Iran's growing influence in the Middle East through the Shiite elements and the US encouragement of Turkey to do the same on the moderate Sunni elements in the region against Iran. Nevertheless, the JDP did not pursue sectarian policies, and thus, was not caught in such kind of a rivalry with Iran. 59 Nevertheless, it was not always easy for Turkey to tolerate some of Iran's ascents, even they remain in rhetoric. After 2007, along with US and Erbil's concrete steps against the PKK, Iran has also gained a substantial military superiority in its country over the PJAK. 63 Although it is still not clear whether Iran has completely burnt its bridges with PKK, one can easily argue that during the JDP era the PKK issue has been as a field of cooperation between Turkey and Iran rather than a conflict.
To sum up, the JDP government successfully resisted participating in the containment of Iran despite the insistence of the US, and brought the bilateral relations to its peak after 1979. The most important reason why the US could not push Turkey against Iran was the US authorities' comprehension that a possible interruption of Turkish-Iranian relations would decrease the legitimacy of the JDP both in Turkey and in the region. This is because the 61 JDP was claiming that its major foreign policy achievement was the improvement of Turkey's relations with its neighbors and the Islamic world in general. Hence, improvement of the relations with Iran -as was the case with Syria-did not prevent Turkey's increasing influence the in the region within the framework of the BMENAI.
Economic and Cultural Activism in the Region
As a result of Turkey's facilitating role in the BMENAI and increasing political activism in the Middle East, there has been a substantial development in its economic and cultural influence on the region.
In economical terms, Turkey's relations with the region developed rapidly throughout the 2000's. The gradual elimination of problems with Iran, Iraq and Syria has triggered Turkey's commercial ties with these countries. 64 The major obstacle to these economic ties was the US pressure on Turkey to join the isolation of these countries. 65 The US, however, has gradually come terms with Turkey's growing economic relations with these countries under the framework of its new designs on the Middle East.
Free Trade Agreements (FTA's) were an important indicator of Turkey's growing economic activism in the region. Turkey signed FTA's with many Middle Eastern countries in 2000's and these agreements increased Turkish exports to the region considerably. 66 As a result of all these efforts, Turkey's exports to the Middle East and North Africa has increased remarkably starting from 2001 and left the EU, Northern America and Asia behind in terms of rate of increase. Between 2001 and 2007, the share of the region in total exports of Turkey has risen from around 13% to 24%. Besides, in November 2008, as total exports of Turkey decreased by 17% due to the global economic crisis, exports to the Middle East have risen by 6%. Finally, between January and November Ministry of Culture and Tourism organized special campaigns for the advertisement of Turkey in the Middle East. Apart from this, increasing popularity of Turkish soap operas such as Gümüş, Ihlamurlar Altında etc. in the Arab world have made an important contribution to the prestige of Turkey in the region while enabling another form of cultural interaction between the two sides. 74 The Ministry of Culture and Tourism also realized this fact and started negotiations with Turkish soap opera actress Tuba Büyüküstün and the Saudi MBC channel, on which Turkish soap operas were frequently broadcasted, for the tourism campaign of Turkey in 2009. 75 Finally, as for the tourism, after a decrease in the second half of 1990's, the number of tourists visiting Turkey from the Middle Eastern countries reached above 1 million with an increase rate of 25% in 2000. Since then, the number of Middle Eastern visitors have risen progressively and reached 2.5 million in 2007. More than 1 million of these visitors were coming from Iran. 76 With this tremendous increase in the number of Arab visitors to Turkey, some Arab commentators started to claim that İstanbul took the place of Beirut as the top Arab tourism destination. 77 
Conclusion: Turkey's Soft Power in the Middle East
It is a matter of fact that Turkey's recent activism in the Middle East affected its image in the region positively. This situation is corroborated by three images of Turkey that has become prominent in the Arab world: First of these is the image of Turkey as a democratic country in which a political party rooted in political Islam could come into power with free and fair elections. The second is the image of Turkey as an economic success story. And the third is the image of Turkey as a country that has the potential to be the representative of the Islamic world in the West. 78 In parallel with Turkey's becoming a "centre of attraction" in the Arab world, the debates on its "soft power" in the region has shown a significant increase in the academic literature. 79 Soft power, in the abstract, is a state's ability to manipulate the behaviors of others through influencing their desires and aspirations by means of the legitimacy of its culture, values and policies. A state with "soft power" becomes a "centre of attraction" with its values, getting others to admire these values and therefore ultimately making them behave in favor of its own interests. 80 This term was propounded in late 1980's, at a time when the US hegemony was in question, in order to emphasize that the global dominance of the US was largely maintained by the "legitimate" values it possessed rather than its military power. 81 The distinguishing feature of the recent debates about the "soft power" of Turkey in the region is the increasing usage of the term "soft power" instead of "model country". Bu indeed, while speaking of Turkey's soft power, the overtone in these debates is not Turkey's increasing influence and dominance in the region acquired through the values it possessed. Rather, the main point is putting a Muslim country that has relatively succeeded in articulating to the global system through the neoliberal transformation it has been undergoing (Turkey) in front of the other regimes in the region (the Middle East) as a model and encouraging the latter to undergo similar transformations. Thus, the term "soft power" is being used in a similar meaning with the term "model country" in these debates.
To sum up, the JDP government took over a country that had started to improve its relations with its Middle Eastern neighbors and desired to play a complementary role in the articulation of the region to the global system within the context of the BME-NAI by the US. And this desire was welcomed by the US. The biggest success of the JDP in this process was that it was able to keep the US encouragement in this policy covert and resisted the restrictions which the US wished to bring in Turkey's relations with Syria and Iran. Turkey's increasing political, economic and cultural activism in the Middle East during 2000's should be read in this manner.
